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ELECTROMAGNETIC FUEL PUMP. 

Original application illed September 3, 1980, Serial No. 479,529. Divided and this application ?led June 28, 
1931. Serial No. 546,308. . 

This invention is a division of my copend 
ing application entitled “Combination fuel 
ump and carburetor,” ?led September 3rd, 

1930, Serial Number 47 9,529, and relates par 
ticularly to the fuel pump. 
The development of the internal combus» 

tion engine has created a demand for a de 
pendable and adequate fuel supply and in 
conjunction therewith a carburetor or like 
device which ‘will insure a uniform and 
homogeneous mixture of fuel and air. 

Recent developments have been along the 
line of force feed fuel systems such as gear 
pumps, plunger pumps, etc., to insure an ade 
quate fuel supply and while the fuel is under 
more or less pressure while passing through 
the pump the pressure is relieved when enter 
ing the ?oat chamber of the connected car-~ 

' buretor as this is usually vented, hence, the 
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suction produced by the air in passing 
through the throat or Venturi tube of the 
carburetor is do )ended upon to withdraw the 
fuel from-the oat. chamber and connected 
atomizing nozzle and to atomize the fuel, and 
the pressure previously applied to the fuel 
is not utilized. \ 
The object of the resent invention is to 

provide a force feedp pump which delivers 
fuel under pressure to a carburetor; to pro 
vide a carburetor in which the pressure on 
the fuel is utilized to raise and discharge the 
fuel through the atomizing noLzle; and, fur 

. ther, to provide means whereby the pressure 
, on the fuel automatically regulates the pump‘ 
" and maintains the pressure constant. ‘ 

I The invention is shown by way of illustraé 
tion in the accompanying drawings, in 
which- _ > 

Fig. 1 is a central, vertical, longitudinal 
section through the fuel pump and connected 
carburetor, " 

Fig. 2 is a vertical cross section of the car 
buretor taken on line H—H of Fig. 1, 

Fig. 3 is a side elevation-of the carburetor. 
Fi . 4: is a plan view of the fuel pump show 

ing t e top cover removed, and _ 
Fig. 5 isa cross section of the carburetor 

taken on. line V-—V of Fig. 2. 
Referring to“ the drawings in detail and 

particularly Fig. 1, A indicates in general 
a carburetor, and B a force feed fuel pump. 
The pump employed in the present instance 
is of the plunger type and is electrically 
operated. It consists of a housing which is 
divided into a plurality of sections such as 
indicated at 2, 3, 4, and 5. These sections 
are bolted together as shown and enclose the 
pump cylinder, the valves co-operating there 
with, and the mechanism whereby the plung 
er of the pump is actuated. The lower hous 
ing section indicated at 2 is provided with 
a uel inlet chamber 6 and a discharge cham-s 
her 7 and it is also provided with a cylinder 
8, an inlet valve 9, and a discharge valve 10, 
the valves 9 and 10 beingof the check valve 
type as they are spring seated and automat 
ically actuated during the suction or dis 
charge stroke of the p unger indicated at 11. 
This plunger is extended to pass through the 
housingsectious 3, 4 and 5 and it is guided 
by partition lates such as shown at 12 and 
13. Mounte within the housing section 4t 
are a pair of electromagnetic coils 14 and 15 
which surround core members 16 and 17, and 
co-operatin therewith is an armature plate 
18 and a exible diaphragm 19; the dia 
phragm being secured between the housing 
sections 3 and 4 while the armature plate 
18 is secured to the extended stem‘ of the 
plunger 11. Also secured to the extended 
stem of the plunger is an adjustable collar 20. 

. This is mounted within the housingsection 5 
and engages a helical compression spring 21. 
The pump plunger 11 is operated by means 

of the armature plate 18 and the ‘co-operat 
ing magnets 14 and 15. It is ‘accordingly 
necessary to provide means for automatically 
making and breaking an electric circuit 
through the same. This is accomplished by 
providing a bracket 23 on which is pivotally 
mounted as at 24 a bell crank having two 
arms 25 and 26. A spring 27 connects arm. 
26 with the bracket 23 and a second spring 28 
connects the outer end of the arm 25 with a 
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post 29 secured on the upper end of the plung- ‘ 
er rod. The partition plate 12 secured to the 
upper end of the housing section 5 is con-' 
structed. of insulating material and carries a 
terminal member 30 which is coected 
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through a wire 31 with a suitable source of 
current supply. The terminal member is 
also provided with a contact 32 and this is 
intermittently engaged by a contact 33 
formed on the outer end of arm 25. A sec~ 
ond terminal member 34 connects with the 
bracket 23 and this terminal is connected 
through a wire 35 with one of the magnetic 
coils. These are in turn connected with a 
wire 31a which forms the other side of the 
electric circuit. 

‘Vith the bell crank assuming the position 
shown in Fig. 1, a circuit is established 
through the magnetic coils 14 and 15 which 
can be traced as follows: Current entering 
on wire 31 passes through terminal 30, con 
tacts 32 and 33, arm 25, bracket 23 and ter 
minal 34. It then passes through wire 35, 
the connected magnetic coils‘ 14 and 15 and 
returns to the source of supply through the 
wire 31a. circuit thus established ener 
gizes the cores 16 and 17 and the armature 
plate is accordingly attracted and as it is se 
cured to the plunger pump 11 this will be 
raised as shown in Fig. 1, thereby producing 
a suction stroke causing valve 9 to open and 
admit fuel to the cylinder. ' 
During upward movement of the plunger 

11 post 29 on the upper end of the plunger 
rod is raised to a position Where spring 28 ex 
erts an upward pull on the bell crank 25. 
Contacts 32 and 33 are separated the moment 
this occurs as arm 25 will instantly swing up 
Wardly where its movement is checked by a 
stop member 38. The circuit is thus broken 
through the magnetic coils and spring 21, 
which was compresed during the upward 
movement of the plunger, will‘now exert its 
presure to reverse the movement of the plung 
er and cause discharge of the liquid admitted 
to the cylinder. Valve 9 will accordingly 
close and valve 10 will open causing the fuel 
to enter the discharge passage 7. 
The housing 2 is extended as shown in 

Fig. 1 and forms the base for the carburetor. 
It also forms a combination fuel and air re 
CeiVing chamber indicated at 40 as a parti 
tion member 41 is introduced between the 
fuel discharge passage 7 and the chamber 40. 
In actual practice if the mechanism shown is 
installed on an automobile wires 31 and 3111 
will be connected in the ignition circuit so 
that when the ignition switch is closed the 
pump will immediately start operation'and 
build up a pressure in the chamber 40 of 
the carburetor. This pressure may be any 
pressure desired and it is determined by the 
area of the diaphragm 19 and the pressure 
of the spring 21. This pressure may be va 
ried by adjusting the position of the collar 20. 
Su?ice it to say, that when a predetermined 
pressure is obtained in the chamber 40 the 
pump will cease operation, this being due to 
the fact that a loose ?t is maintained between 
the plunger 11 and the cylinder 8 so that fuel 

under pressure may leak by the plunger into 
the chamber 3a. The pressure on the fuel 
will naturally be the same as that in the cham 
ber 40. This pressure is exerted on the dia 
phragm 19 and as the pressure increases it 
gradually forces the diaphragm upwardly 
and as the diaphragm is secured to the plung 
er 11 this will be raised upwardly and a posi 
tion will ?nally be assumed where the spring 
actuated bell crank 25 will cease to function 
and remain in elevated position in engage 
ment with the stop member 38. However, the 
moment the pressure drops below a prede 
termined pressure spring 21 forces the plung 
er downwardly and when a certain position is 
assumed the spring actuated bell crank will 
again function and intermittently make and 
break the circuit. The bell crank lever is 
nothing more or less than a spring actuated 
snap type of switch, spring 27 being so con‘ 
nected as to assume a position at one side or 
another of the pivot 24 as the lever oscillates, 
while the position of the spring 28 is con-I 
trolled by the position of the plunger. In the 
position shown in Fig. 1, the pull of the 
spring 28 is upwardly and it pulls levers 25 
and 26 to a position where spring 27 passes 
beyond the pivotal center 24, thus complet 
ing the upward movement, the downward 
movement being obtained when the plunger 
lever returns to lowered position where the 
pull of the spring 28 becomes downwardly 
and where it swings the levers 25 and 26 to 
a position where spring 27 passes to the op 
posite side of center 24, thus completing the 
downward movement of the levers in clos 
ing position. 
The carburetor generally indicated at A 

consists of a number of housing sections in 
dicated at 2a, 42 and 43, these sections be 
ing securedv together by means of bolts as 
shown. The upper housing section 43 con 
tains a butter?y or throttle valve 44 secured 
on a cross shaft 45. It also contains an 
adjustable needle valve 46 and a housing 47 
in which is journaled a multiple ori?ce valve 
48. The housing 47 is provided with an 
extension 49 which passes through the hous 
ing 42 and downwardly into the housing 
2a which forms an extension of the hous 
ing 2. The extension 49 has an inlet pas 
sage 50 formed therein which terminates in 
a tube 51 which extends downwardly into 
the fuel contained in the chamber 40. The 
upper end of the housing is provided with 
an ori?ce 52 which aligns with the needle 
valve 46 and by raising or lowering the 
needle valve the amount of fuel discharged 
may be controlled. Valve 48 is provided 
with a number of radially disposed passages 
or discharge ori?ces of varying diameter as 
indicated at 53 and'with a large passage 54. 
The valve is secured on a cross shaft 55 which 
.eXtends through the side of the housing sec 
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tion 43 and which is rotated as will herein 
after be described. \ ' 

By rotating shaft 55 and the valve 48 se 
cured thereon any one of the graduated ori 
?ces 53 may be moved into alignment with 
the discharge ori?ce or nozzle 52 while the 
larger opening 54 will register with the inlet 
50. The quantity of fuel discharging 
through the nozzle or ori?ce 52 may thus also 
be varied by bringing one or another of the 
graduated ori?ces 53 into register with the 
nozzle and the quantity may further be regu; 
lated by increasing or decreasing the pres 
sure in chamber 40 through adjustment of 
the collar 20 on the plunger rod. 
Air is admitted to the carburetor through‘ 

openings 60 formedi'in the exterior wall of 
the. housing 42. A ring 61 having similar 
openings formed therein surrounds‘ the hous 
ing section 42.. This ring functions as a 
choke as by rotating it the amount of air ad 
mitted through the openings 60 may be in 
creased or decreased. The ring will accord 
ingly'be connected with the usual choke op 
erating mechanism. on an automobile and as 

- such may be adjusted by the driver. Air en 
tering the openings 61 of the choke andkthe 
openings 60 formed in the housing 42 enters 

' a chamber 63 formed within the housing sec 
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tion 43. The air passages 60 are angularly 
positioned as shown in Fig. 2 and the air ad 
mitted to the chamber 63 will thus enter-tam 
'gentially so as to cause a swirling motion. 
This is important as chamber 63 forms ‘the 
mixing ‘chamber of the carburetor and as the 
air enters with a swirling motion a more uni 
fgrm homogeneous mixture is insured. In 
terposed between the housing 47 and the top 
plate 65 of the housing section 42 is a disc 
66, see Figs. 2 and 5. This disc has openings 
67 formed therein which during rotation of 
disc 66 moves into and out of register with 
the openings 60, hence‘ regulating the amount 
of air admitted to the mixing chamber. The 
disc 66 has a beveled gear segment 67 at 
tached to its upper surface and this segment 
intermeshes with bevel gear pinion 68 se 
cured on shaft 55. This shaft also has a 
gear segment 69 secured on its outer end 
which terminates in a lever 70. Shaft 45 
carrying the throttle valve is also provided 
with a gear segment 71 and motion between 
shaft’s 55 and 45 is obtained by an intermesh 
ing intermediate gear 72. The lever 70 will 
be refei'red- to as the throttle lever‘and'may 
be connected with‘ .a foot or hand throttle 
mechanism in the usual manner. By im— 
parting a swinging movement to the lever 70 
shafts 45 and 55 ,will rotate in unisoni'due to 
the intermediate gear 72 and the gear seg 
ments 69 and 71{ Rotation of shaft 45 causes 

_ opening or closing of the throttle valve 44 

65 

while rotation of shaft 55 causes rotation of . 
valve'48 and valve 66, valve. 66 controlling 
the amount of air admitted and valve 48 the 

' 3 

amount of fuel. discharging through the 
atomizingnozzle or ori?ce 52. During grad 
ual opening of the throttle valve 44 through 
means of the ‘throttle lever 70 the smallest 
ori?ce in valve 48 will ?rst align with the 
atomizing nozzle 52. In this position the 
openings 67 in the valve 66 only partially 
register with the air inlets 60, hence a small 
quantity of air enters and mixes with a pro 
portional amount of fuel; thorough mixing 
being insured by the swirling action of the 
air and the mixture ?nally discharges by the 
throttle valve and is delivered to the mani 
fold of an engine in theusual manner. Fur 
ther rotation of the-shafts 45 and 55 by 
means of the lever brings the next graduated 
opening 48 into register with the atomizing 
nozzle and causes further opening of the air 
inlet ports 60, hence a larger amount of fuel 
.and air is admitted and mixed to be delivered 
to the engine, and as the quantity of fuel 
and volume of air is at all times propor 
tioned to varying'engine speeds and loads a 
uniform and homogeneous mixture is in 
sured. Atomization being insured ?rst by 
swirling action of the air, and, secondly, by 
the atomizing action obtained by discharg 
ing the fuel through the nozzle 52 under 
pressure. . 

When'the ignition switch or electric circuit 
through wires 31 and 31a is closed the pump 
immediately starts operating and as such 
builds up a predetermined or desired pressure 
in the chamber 40, this pressure being cush 
ioned by air which is trapped above the fuel. 
The moment the engine is started and the 
throttle opened fuel under pressure is deliv~ 
ered to the atomizing nozzle and the air pres 
sure in the chamber 40 will accordingly tend 
to drop. This is not the case, however, as the 
capacity of the pump is sufficient to maintain 
the pressure desired. . The pump merely ceas 
ing operation when a predetermined pressure 
is exceeded or merely slowing 'down to take_ 
care of the pressure required. 
The pump and carburetor shown in .the 
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present instance are connected with any suit- ' 
able source of fuel supply through an inlet 
pipe 6a. ' An adequate supply of fuel in 
chamber 40 is insured ‘due to the automatic - 
operation of the pump and better atomization 
of the fuel is insured due to the fact that it is 
delivered to the atomizing nozzle under pres 
sure and, it is further due to the swirling ac- . 
tion on the incoming air in the mixing cham 
ber. A uniform mixture is also insured due 
to the mechanical or'metering control of air 
and fuel and as the carburetor “is provided 
with an adjustable needlevalve and the pump 
with a pressure control the richness of the 
mixture may be increased or decreased ascon 
ditions may demand. ' _ 1 

While certain features of the present in— 
vention are more or less speci?cally described, 
I wish it understood that various changes 
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may be resorted to within the scope of the 
appended claims. ‘Similarly, that the mate 
rials and ?nish of the several parts employed 
may be such as the manufacturer may decide, 
or varying conditions or uses may demand. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim'and desire to secure by Letters Pat~ 
cut is—— l - 

1. A ?uid pump comprising a cylinder, a 
loosely ?tting plunger reciprocally mounted 
therein, inlet and discharge connections for 
the cylinder,_ electrically actuated means 
whereby reciprocal movement is imparted to 
the pump plunger, said means adapted tov 
move the plunger in one direction, spring 
actuated means imparting movement to the 
plunger’ in the opposite direction, means 
whereby the movement of the plunger auto 
matically makes or breaks the circuit through 
the electrically actuated means, and means 
‘actuated by pressure escaping around the 
plunger for holding it in an operative posi 
tion. ' 

2.» A ?uid pump comprising a cylinder, a 
loosely ?tting plunger reciprocally mounted 
therein, inlet and discharge connections for 
the cylinder, an electric magnet whereby re 
ciprocal movement is imparted to theplunger 
in one direction, spring actuated means im 
parting movement to the plunger in an op 
posite direction, an electric switch controlling 
the circuit through the magnet, and means 
actuated by the reciprocal movement of the 
plunger and controlled by pressure escaping 
between the plunger and cylinder for open 
ing and closing the switch. 

3. A ?uid pump comprising a cylinder, a 
loosely ?tting plunger reciprocally mounted 
therein, inlet and discharge connections for 
the cylinder, electrically actuated means 
whereby reciprocal -movement is imparted 
to the plunger, a ?exible spring actuated dia 
phragm actuated by the pressure applied by 
the plunger to the fuel, and means actuated 
by movement of the“ diaphragm for auto 
matically making or breaking the circuit 
through the electrically actuated means. 
4.'A ?ui'd pump comprising a cylinder, a 

loosely ?tting plunger reciprocally mounted 
therein, inlet and discharge connections for 
the cylinder, electrically actuated means 
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with the plunger in one direction when the 
magnet is energized, a spring adapted to move 
the plunger and diaphragm in the opposite 
direction, and means whereby the ?uid escap 
ing between the plunger and cylinder walls 
stops movement of the plunger and dia 
phragm when a predetermined pressure is 
reached, said plunger and diaphragm when 
so actuated breaking the circuit through the 
magnet and said plunger and diaphragm 
moving in the opposite direction when the 
pressure is reduced and at the same time en 
ergizing themagnet. 

6. A ?uid pump, comprising'a cylinder, a 
loosely ?tting plunger therein, electromag 
netic means for reciprocating said plunger, 
means controlled by movement of said plung 
er for making and breaking a circuit to said 
electromagnetic means, a ?uid-tight chamber 
surrounding said cylinder and having one 
end thereof sealed by a ?exible diaphragm, 
and a connection between said diaphragm and 
said plunger, whereby ?uid may escape be 
tween said cylinder and plunger and exert 
pressure on said diaphragm to move said 
plunger to a circuit breaking position. 

VYILLIAM R. HEWITT. ‘ 

whereby reciprocal movement is imparted to “i 
the plunger, a ?exible spring actuated dia~ 
phragm actuated by the'pressure applied by 
the plunger to the fuel, and a switch actuated 
by movement of the diaphragm for auto~ 
matically making or breaking a circuit 
through the electrically actuated means. 

5. A ?uid pump comprising a cylinder, a 
loosely ?tting plunger reciprocally mounted 
therein, inlet and discharge connections for 
the cylinder, an electric magnet whereby re 
ciprocal movement is imparted to the pump 
plunger, a ?exible diaphragmconnected with 
the plunger and adapted to ‘move in unison 
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